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Yasmina Khelifi appointed PM World Correspondent in
Paris
Active PMI volunteer and project management blogger joins
International Correspondents Team for PM Word Journal & Library
13 August 2021 – Dallas, TX, USA and Paris, France – PM World has announced the
appointment of Yasmina Khelifi as an International Correspondent for the PM World
Journal (PMWJ) in France. Yasmina is currently a SIM/eSIM Delivery Manager at Orange
where she has had extensive project management, change management and stakeholder
engagement experience.
Yasmina Khelifi, PMP, PMI- ACP, PMI-PBA is an experienced
project manager in the telecom industry. Along with her 20-year
career at Orange S.A. (the large French multinational
telecommunications corporation), she sharpened her global
leadership skills, delivering projects with major manufacturers and
SIM makers. Yasmina strives to build collaborative bridges
between people to make international projects successful. She
relies on three pillars: project management skills, proficiency in
multiple languages and a passion for sharing knowledge.
Yasmina earned an MSc degree in Telecom Engineering at Télécom SudParis in 2000. She
is a PMP certification holder since 2013, and a PMI- ACP and PMI-PBA certification holder
since 2020. She is an active volunteer member at PMI France and PMI UAE, and a member
of the PMI Germany Chapter. French-native, she also speaks German, English, Spanish,
Italian, Japanese and is learning Arabic. Yasmina loves sharing knowledge and experiences
at work, in volunteer activities at PMI, and in projectmanagement.com as a regular blogger.
She is also the host and co-founder of the podcast Global Leaders Talk with Yasmina
Khelifi to help people become better international leaders.
To learn more and to follow Yasmina’s activities as a PMWJ correspondent, visit her profile
page periodically at https://pmworldlibrary.net/yasmina-khelifi/
According to PMWJ editor David Pells, “I am very happy that Yasmina contacted us with
interest in our correspondents program. As I became more familiar with her background and
during email exchanges, I quickly learned that she is passionate about project management,
energetic and very active. She has already offered to interview leaders, author reports and
help recruit other correspondents.”
Yasmina stated, “I look forward to contributing to the PM World Journal. With such a global
audience, I’m excited about connecting with more professionals and leaders in so many
more countries. I also look forward to contributing to the journal and library, hopefully to help
others be more successful.”
PM World correspondents are located in various countries, reporting news about local and
regional projects and project management organizations, events and developments. To see
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current correspondents and to follow their work, visit https://pmworldlibrary.net/internationalcorrespondents/
The PM World Journal (ISSN 2330-4480) is a web-based monthly publication featuring
dozens of articles, papers and other works about projects and project management around
the world. The PMWJ is produced and published by PM World which also maintains the PM
World Library, a global resource for continuous learning in programme and project
management. To see the latest edition, go to www.pmworldjournal.net. To learn more, visit
www.pmworldlibrary.net.
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